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work with the teachers who express
an interest. Become knowledgeable
about the state standards your students are expected to meet. Which
ones best correlate with concepts
you already teach? Which concepts
would best work in an art-based
unit of study?
I’ll close with an example. In my
state, students from third grade up
are tested on their knowledge of
congruent shapes (in math, shapes
that are exactly the same in size and
shape). Art teachers know congruent shapes as the basic structures
that make up designs called tessellations. Congruent shapes can be put
together in different ways to make
translations, reflections, and rotations. (How better to teach these
than with engaging images such as
those of M.C. Escher?)
Tessellations could meaningfully
fit into a unit of study on Structure.
Guiding questions could include:
What is structure? Why are we as
humans drawn to structure? How do
tessellations express structure? Why
were artists such as Escher so fascinated by mathematical concepts
like congruent shape?
Whether you independently make
meaningful connections through
your art lessons or collaborate with
other teachers, your efforts will lead
to greater art understanding and better critical thinking skills for your
students.
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